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MONDAY: DRIBBLING & TURNING

ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN: Players check-in at main tent then head to you - engage with them as they arrive by 
having them shoot at you, try to steal your ball or do some SpongeBobs (juggling).

BALL FAMILIARIZATION: Soccer car - build this out from red/green light to show them tick-tocks (yellow), toe-
taps (pump gas), turns (turn signal) and different surfaces they can use (U-turn).

WELCOME & INTRO: Make sure all players introduce themselves and say where they are from. Explain any 
basic rules. Try to have them come up with a team name for the group.

MOTOR-SKILL WARM-UP: Freeze tag - players have a ball, coach also has a ball and chases them. If coach hits 
them with the ball then they are frozen and must stand on one leg and shout for 
help. Another player must help them by hopping over to them and giving them a 
high five. Motor skill = balance.

GAME 1: Soccer planets - throw out several discs within your area - they are the planets. 
Players are given one minute to visit as many planets as they can (simply touch the 
cone with their ball). Next minute they must land on as many planets as they can 
(use bottom of the foot to get their ball on top of the disc). Finally they must orbit as 
many as they can (use big toe to go all the way around the planet). 

GAME 2: Numbers soccer - all players are off to the side of the field. Each player has a number 
- coach calls out a number and that player must run in to the field and try to score a 
goal as quickly as possible. Next you will shout two numbers and they will play 1v1 
against each other. If you have a larger group you can also progress to 2v2.

SCRIMMAGE: 3v3 is ideal but you can do 4v4 or 2v2 if necessary. Try to balance teams as best you 
can.

TEAM CHEER: Your team must make up a cheer based on the team name they chose earlier that 
day.

SIGN OUT: Parent must come to you to sign their player out and initial sign in/out sheet. 

RECAP: Laces to dribble straight, big or little toe to turn, bottom to stop or go backwards. 

SUMMARY: Use questions: what is dribbling? What surface do we use to move straight? 
What surface do we use to move sideways? How close should the ball be? 
What do we do with our eyes while we’re dribbling? 


